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In 2006 a fire along the urban-
wildlands interface near San 
Antonio burned for three 
months in an eight-story high 
debris pile located over the 
karstic Edwards Aquifer.








into the aquifer 
with water runoff 




In response, we have worked 
with the
 San Antonio Fire Department
 Edwards Aquifer Authority
 Texas A&M Fire Emergency 
Services Training Institute
 City of San Antonio 
 Texas A&M University in San 
Antonio
To prevent, reduce, and mitigate 
impacts to the aquifer where 
vulnerable to contamination from 
fire-control runoff worked to…..
 Develop and deliver curricula for 
fire-fighter training…..
 Develop planning and emergency 
management BMPs…..
 Map locations of HazMat
storage…..
 Design and build mobile 
interactive site-specific 
visualization tools for on-site use 
by firefighters and HazMat
responders
Training manual for 
firefighting in karst 
environments.
98pp.  Based on BMPs.
Emergency Services 










It’s more than a local matter in San Antonio or narrow task from 
the Texas Legislature
Concern over release of HazMats into drinking water supplies is valid across 
any karstic aquifer’s recharge and contributing zones. 
 In the United States, 20% of the land surface is karst and 40% of the 
groundwater used for drinking comes from karst aquifers.
Globally about a quarter of the world’s population uses groundwater 
from karst aquifers.
 The EPA has recognized karst aquifers as the groundwater type most 
vulnerable to hazardous contaminants and pollution.
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It’s more than a local matter
In both urban and rural environments, hazardous and polluting materials 
can be present almost anywhere, not just at chemical manufacturing or 
storage locations. 
HazMats are in hardware and garden stores, grocery stores, gas stations, 
pharmacies, and in trucks and rail cars along every transportation route. 
Even backyard garden sheds and residential garages contain HazMats.  
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The Edwards Aquifer in the San Antonio-Austin corridor is particularly at 
risk to contamination from the surface due to two added factors: 
1) the presence of major military and medical facilities along with 
associated support businesses that typically use or store a wide range 
of HazMats, and 
2) the region is a transportation hub and corridor for high volumes of rail 
and truck traffic that contain undetermined HazMats coming from and 




The proximity of the WUI to sensitive 
features in the aquifer’s recharge 
zone exacerbates the threat to the 
aquifer during fire response to 
natural and human-caused disasters. 
The San Antonio Fire Department 
describes the northern reaches of 
San Antonio as among the most at 
risk for destructive wildfires in Texas. 
The Fire Department chief recently 
equated fuel loads and topography in 
the WUI to the wildfire threat faced 
by many communities in California.
Wildfire and Flood
This is also the area in Texas known 
as Flash Flood Alley. Sporadic 
extreme rainfall events and drainage 
off the edge of the aquifer 
contributing zone and across the 
recharge zone. Flood-related 
disasters can result in contaminant 
release and fire.
In a karst watershed, many 
small or large openings at 
the surface can lead 
directly into the aquifer. 
There is little to hold back 
or filter contaminants that 
may be carried with water 
from the surface into 
groundwater.  
This can disperse through 
the aquifer quickly, moving 
thousands of feet per day. 
Illustration from: Kalhor, K. 2017. Assessment and Modeling of Groundwater Flow and Nitrate 
Contamination within Coastal Karst Aquifer of Puerto Rico. Northeastern University, Boston.
Here’s what the 
Edwards Aquifer 
looks like deep 
underground and 
why contaminants 
can travel long 
distances fast.
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It’s a place of wide 
open tunnels, 
underground rivers, 
and caves connected 
to the surface by 
thousands of cracks 
and openings.
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Openings to 
the aquifer can 
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The threat is real - to humans, to the 
regional water supply, to endangered 
species, to the economy, and to 
communities. 
Risk to public health and 
safety can be managed 
and mitigated through 
due diligence and basic 
education and training of 
first responders and 
public officials.
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BMPs FOR REDUCING RISKS
THREE STAGES
1. Pre-event site planning: actions before an emergency event 
takes place 
2. Emergency event mitigation: actions during the event 
3. Post-emergency firefighting: actions after release is controlled 
and clean up is underway
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EXAMPLE BMPs for pre-event site planning – Due Diligence
 Identify sites where hazardous materials are stored or cross 
sensitive areas. Add sites to maps and visualization tools. 
 The topography of each site should be evaluated to determine the 
direction of flow of released materials or firefighting products. 
 In order of priority, sites should be evaluated for potential runoff of 
RMs and potential for production of firefighting products. Establish 
an order of priority for emergency responses at high-risk sites. 
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EXAMPLE BMPs for pre-event site planning
 Storm drains and water inlets should be identified along with 
their outfall. Add drains/inlets to maps and visualization tools. 
 At potential vulnerable sites, identify methods and means to 
capture potential released materials and firefighting products 
before they might reach sensitive features, such as caves, 
sinkholes, drainage ways, creeks, storm and sanitary sewers, etc. 
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EXAMPLE BMPs for pre-event site planning
 Features at the site, such as stormwater retention basins, should 
be evaluated for use to temporarily contain released materials 
and firefighting products. Evaluate use in advance:
 Can the outfall from a basin be closed?
 Will RMs and firefighting products rupture, penetrate, or 
dissolve the liner of a retention basin
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EXAMPLE BMPs for pre-event site planning
 Geographic Information Systems (GIS - geospatial mapping)  
resources should be used in areas targeted for pre-event 
planning efforts to help identify on-site topography and water 
flow pathways that could influence materials flow into nearby 
sensitive features. 
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EXAMPLE BMPs for event action and mitigation – Reasoned
Response
 Act quickly: 
 Identify the leading edge of the contaminant flows.
 Identify the nearest downgradient points of potential entry 
into the aquifer.
 Identify the best method or combination of methods for fire 
management, firefighting product control, and aquifer 
protection.
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EXAMPLE BMPs for event action and mitigation – Reasoned
Response
 Whenever possible, covers, rock socks, berms, booms, sandbag 
dams, or plastic sheeting should be used to prevent released 
materials and firefighting products from reaching pathways into 
the subsurface.
 Whenever possible, no materials should be flushed into a storm 
drain, sinkhole, or other pathway into the subsurface. 
 Use stormwater retention basins that are suitable for temporary 
storage of released materials and firefighting products. 
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EXAMPLE BMPs for post-emergency actions – Proactive
Mitigation
 Liquids and materials diverted to stormwater retention basins 
after an emergency event should be tested and, if necessary, 
removed as soon as possible and disposed of in an appropriate 
manner based on testing results. 
 Depending on the type and level of contamination in the material 
removed, the retention basin may require decontamination and 
testing before reuse.
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EXAMPLE BMPs for post-emergency actions – Proactive
Mitigation
 Reporting -- If the volume of released materials or firefighting 
products released exceeds the reportable quantity, the Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality, the EAA, other regulatory 
agencies and public and private water supply owners and 
operators as appropriate should be notified. 
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Next Phase
When preventative measures intended to prevent contaminants 
from entering the aquifer fail, what’s next?
BMPs for emergency response in the event 
contaminants enter the aquifer
Please help provide
Expert Review and Advice
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CONCEPT BMPs 
For emergency response in the event contaminants enter the 
aquifer……….
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 GIS database of potential flow patterns for high risk zones.
 Designate locations for rapid monitoring 
 Plans for use, training, and preposition non-toxic fluorescent dye tracers
 Preplan ways to minimize the spread by site 
 Contingency plans for potential impacts
 Response plan for officials and a public risk communication plan
DISCUSSION and What Else?
Please Help Review Proposed BMPs
Send your contact info to
Ru d y.Ro se n @ ta mu s a .e du
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